
Eurocopter inaugurates its new North Sea Service Centre with an EC225 
helicopter simulator at Aberdeen in Scotland, and signs a key training contract 

 
 

Aberdeen, February 1, 2011  
 
Eurocopter officially inaugurated its new North Sea Service Centre in Aberdeen, 
Scotland today, providing a highly capable training, technical support and logistics 
facility in close proximity to helicopter operators who support the region’s vital oil and 
gas industry – as well as the emerging wind farm sector.  Eurocopter rotary-wing 
aircraft constitute the largest helicopter fleet in the UK. 
 
A focal point of the North Sea Service Centre is its new EC225 helicopter full-flight simulator, 
which underscores Eurocopter’s commitment to investing in solutions that support its 
customers’ businesses. It also demonstrates the company’s dedication to enhancing flight 
safety and reducing operators’ costs.  
 
At today’s inauguration ceremony, a long-term training agreement was signed with CHC 
Helicopter for at least 800 hours of annual EC225 simulator utilisation. CHC Helicopter is one 
of the world’s largest helicopter services companies, and the simulator training at Eurocopter’s 
Aberdeen centre will host pilots from CHC’s operations worldwide. 
 
Eurocopter selected Aberdeen for the new facility because of its location at the heart of UK oil 
and gas exploration.  As the hub of North Sea helicopter offshore operations, Aberdeen is 
Europe’s busiest heliport, and the EC225 simulator will respond to the training needs of the 
hundreds of pilots based there. In anticipation of future expansion for the North Sea Service 
Centre, sufficient space is available to add another simulator at a later date, potentially for 
Eurocopter’s new EC175 helicopter. 
 
“Our customers have been telling us they need easier access to training, notably to simulators. 
We have listened, and we are responding to those needs,” said Eurocopter CEO Lutz Bertling.  
“This strategy is in line with Eurocopter’s reinforced commitment to improving flight safety by 
providing simulated alternatives to real flight. We are fully dedicated to enlarging our service 
offer and ensuring our simulators are in the right place at the right price for Eurocopter 
customers, with coverage in all our key markets around the world.” 
 
The sustained pace of North Sea helicopter activity – performed predominantly in airline-type 
flight operations – demand the highest availability of aircraft and aircrew, which requires quality 
helicopter maintenance and continuing pilot training activity for operators. Eurocopter’s new 
North Sea Service Centre addresses the provision of top-level support to meet both demands, 
literally at the users’ doorstep. With technical and logistics support offered around-the-clock, 
the facility meets operators’ requirements for continuous support capacity – especially as their 
helicopter maintenance is done systematically during night-time hours.   
 
In addition, the facility’s repair and overhaul resources ensure fast turn-around times for 
complex and bulky dynamic components, such as the EC225 rotor head and mast assembly.  



Jim Mather, the Scottish Minister for Enterprise, Energy and Tourism, stated: “Eurocopter’s 
welcome new facility will create new highly skilled jobs and a first-class training environment 
for helicopter pilots working in the North Sea, helping improve further the safety of our oil and 
gas industry.”     
 
Currently, 100 Eurocopter helicopters are operated in the North Sea, generating more than 
100,000 flight hours a year. A total of 45 are based at Aberdeen, another 11 are located at 
other UK bases, along with 31 across Norway. There are a further eight in the Netherlands, 
and five in Denmark. The Super Puma/EC225 helicopter family is the rotary-wing aircraft of 
choice by operators for the airlift of crews and equipment to ships and oil rigs, as well as 
performing offshore search and rescue missions in demanding environments.   
 
The Aberdeen Service Centre is managed by Eurocopter’s fully-owned subsidiary, Eurocopter 
UK Ltd., and represents a £10 M investment, with future expansion envisaged in the context of 
massive wind farm operations that are developing in the North Sea.  
 
“With the largest overall helicopter fleet in the British Isles – and providing some 80 percent of 
the nation’s offshore fleet – we deliver a vital contribution to the UK’s economy and its citizens 
every day,” explained Markus Steinke, Managing Director of Eurocopter UK.  “It is our policy to 
serve our customers locally, and thus we have significantly expanded our onshore capabilities 
in the past few years. Our new Aberdeen facility will greatly enhance Eurocopter’s training, 
services and support offer to our customers, making their operation safer, more efficient and 
more eco-friendly.  This new centre reinforces Eurocopter’s continued commitment to the UK.” 
 
There are a total of 450 Eurocopter helicopters in operation with over 150 customers in the 
UK. They represent 70 percent of the country’s emergency medical service fleet, 75 percent of 
the police and law enforcement helicopter inventory, and approximately 80 percent of the 
offshore oil and gas fleet. Furthermore, these rotary-wing aircraft are widely used for pipeline 
and power line control, as well as for lighthouse maintenance and other important utility 
missions. One of the latest missions for Eurocopter helicopters is offshore wind farm support in 
the country. Additionally, 100 Eurocopter helicopters provide significant transport and training 
capability to the UK military forces 
 
NOTES TO EDITORS: DETAILS ON THE EC225 SIMULATOR AT ABERDEEN  
 
The North Sea Service Centre’s new, full-motion EC225 simulator answers operators’ needs 
for recurring training, enhanced safety training and FLIR (forward looking infrared) sensor 
training for crews in transport missions, support service, and search & rescue (SAR) missions. 
It guarantees the most representative synthetic environment and the latest aircraft 
configuration, with through-life upgrades based on Eurocopter data packages and flight loop 
software using genuine aircraft manufacturer software.  
 
The EC225 simulator features a full-motion system with six degrees of freedom, an instructor 
station, simulation of all systems and optional equipment solutions, avionics system and full 
replica of the EC225 cockpit, sound and vibration, system and a visual system field of view of 
210° horizontal and 80° vertical, which exceeds the highest Full Flight Simulator Level B 
requirements. A 50° vertical field of view located below the horizon gives a real “look down” 



capability for SAR and night helideck landing training.  The visual database features the exact 
replica of airports, helipads, oil platforms and ships as experienced in the North Sea and is 
compatible with FLIR and night vision goggles (NVG) operations. 
 
The simulator was built in cooperation with INDRA/Spain. 
 
About Eurocopter UK Ltd.  
Eurocopter UK Ltd. is headquartered in Oxford, with additional bases in Dublin (Ireland), 
Belfast (Northern Ireland), Hawarden (Wales) and Aberdeen (Scotland). Through this fully-
owned subsidiary, Eurocopter has a strong industrial footprint in the UK and enjoys a 
reputation for innovation, high quality and a strong customer service ethos. Having achieved 
an exemplary performance in the customization, distribution and support of Eurocopter 
products for civil and public service customers during the past 30 years, Eurocopter UK also 
provides state-of-the-art services to the oil & gas Industry and the UK armed forces. The 
Ministry of Defence relies on 100 Eurocopter helicopters for transport, training and Special 
Forces missions, and has awarded the Puma Upgrade Programme to Eurocopter UK Ltd.  
With over 450 helicopters in service in the British Isles, Eurocopter is the leading supplier of 
turbine helicopters in the United Kingdom. 
 
About Eurocopter 
Established in 1992, the Franco-German-Spanish Eurocopter group is a division of EADS, a 
world leader in aerospace, defence and related services. The Eurocopter group employs 
approximately 15,600 people. In 2010, Eurocopter confirmed its position as the world’s No. 1 
helicopter manufacturer in the civil and parapublic market, with a turnover of 4.8 billion euros; 
orders for 346 new helicopters; and a 49 percent market share in the civil and parapublic 
sectors. Overall, the group’s products account for 33 percent of the total world civil and 
parapublic helicopter fleet. Its strong worldwide presence is ensured by its 27 subsidiaries and 
participations on five continents, along with a dense network of distributors, certified agents 
and maintenance centres. There are 11,200 Eurocopter helicopters currently in service with 
nearly 2,900 customers in 147 countries. Eurocopter offers the largest civil and military 
helicopter range in the world. 
 
For more information, please contact: 
 
Lynn SADLER Cécile VION-LANCTUIT 
Tel: +44 (0) 18 65 85 24 15 Tel : + 33 (0)4 42 85 60 51 
Mob: +44 (0) 79 00 40 60 98 Mob : + 33 (0)6 72 83 90 67 
lynn.sadler@eurocopter.co.uk. cecile.vion-lanctuit@eurocopter.com 
 
Gloria ILLAS Melanie WOLF 
Tel : + 33 (0)4 42 85 58 89 Tel: + 49 (0) 906 71 57 39 
Mob : +33 (0) 6 31 47 08 99 Mob : + 49 (0) 151 17 12 63 18 
gloria.illas@eurocopter.com melanie.wolf@eurocopter.com 
 

Website: www.eurocopter.com 
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